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Abstract One of the key challenges involving ethics in AI is that of value
alignment. Value alignment aims at designing AI systems whose behaviours
conform to (or align with) the society’s moral values and its preferences. In
order to illustrate how this process can be addressed, we look into a particular
problem: that of selecting value-aligned norms. We use this problem to introduce both the quantitative and qualitative methods we have proposed to solve
it. Moreover, we draw some general ideas on how they can be cast to other
problems. Finally, we share some of the insights in favour of the qualitative
(non-utility-based) method.
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1 Introduction
Moral values are the moral objectives worth striving for [18]. Although societies share common values [23], each society has different preferences over
them. These intricacies can be formally captured through a value system [13,
26], an object containing all moral values of the society and the preferences
among them. When designing AI with ethics in mind, these values and preferences should be taken into account. Indeed, as outlined by the value alignment
problem [21], we should seek to prevent that AI systems act in hostile ways
towards humans. Therefore, our goal is to ensure that they act in a way that
aligns with human values (the value system of our society). Although the value
alignment problem is formulated for any Artificial Intelligence (AI) system (as
the European Commission assumes in its legal framework on AI [8]), we can
consider value alignment problems in more particular scenarios. Thus, we can
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think of the problems of: (i) designing responsible AI systems [9, 3], (ii) studying how agents can learn to choose value-aligned actions while interacting
with their environment [19, 20], or (iii) enacting norms by a system designer
to foster value-aligned agent behaviours [27, 25]. The first problem above, also
referred as that of designing trustworthy AI [7], has attracted most attention
in the AI Ethics research community. Responsible AI is meant to consider
design principles such as fairness, reliability, accountability, or transparency
when designing (and using) intelligent systems. Many research works focus on
one of such design principles. Thus, for instance, there is a plethora of works
on fairness in machine learning (see [10] for a survey). However, our research
focuses on the third problem above, which we call value-aligned norm selection.
Hence, the goal of this paper is to explain how we have addressed value-aligned
norm selection and to share the lessons learned in our approach, as we think
they can be useful for other value alignment problems.

2 Value-aligned norm selection
Norms have long been used as a coordination mechanism in societies [2]. The
Normative Multi-Agent Systems literature has studied norms in terms of: norm
emergence [24, 22, 31]; off-line norm synthesis [28, 1]; and on-line norm synthesis
[16, 17]. Nonetheless, behaviour is affected by both norms and values [14],
therefore enacting norms by considering their value alignment becomes key.
Indeed, as noted by [29], since norms regulate the behaviour of agents in a
society, aligning these norms with the moral values of the society will result in
a value-aligned agent behaviour. When it comes to norms and value alignment,
[15] optimises norm parameters to synthesise norms that maximise norm valuealignment. Our approach in [27, 25] takes a system designer perspective and
focuses on how to select the norms to enact that best align with the values of
the society. We call this problem the value-aligned norm selection problem.
When considering value-aligned norm selection, two objects are important,
namely, the norms and the moral values. Although the literature in normative Multi-Agent Systems has proposed alternative norm definitions (see for
example [12, 6]), norms in this context are typically defined to regulate agents’
actions through the specification of deontic operators (i.e., prohibition, permission, and obligation) over those actions. For instance, in a border control at
an international airport, we may impose a norm n1 : “Obliging all passengers to
show their passport” or an alternative norm n2 : “Permitting them to cross the
border”. We refer to the set of norms to enact as a norm system. Subsequently,
to guide norm system selection, we take into account the value alignment of
the norms. We do so by considering the values each norm promotes/demotes
and the preferences among these values. Following previous example, n1 supports a “free movement” moral value (v1 ), whereas n2 supports a “safety” (v2 )
moral value. Then, deppending on the preferences over these values (that is,
if “free movement” is preferred over “safety” or the other way arround), the
norms to enact should be chosen accordingly.
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Note though that norms can be interrelated: they can be mutually exclusive
(e.g., a norm prohibiting an action is exclusive with a norm obliging it) or they
can be redundant (e.g., a norm may generalise another one by having a broader
scope as, in our airport example, we may also consider norms requiring the
passport to some passengers). Thus, not all possible norm systems constitute
a feasible solution as we want to avoid exclusive and redundant norms inside
a norm system. We refer to a sound norm system as that free of exclusive and
redundant norms. In this manner, the value-aligned norm selection problem
consists on selecting the most value-aligned sound norm system.
At this point it may be worth noticing that this problem specification
assumes that preferences over the moral values will be provided, and that
these value preferences will guide the selection of the norms to enact. Although
moral theories (such as Kantian [11], Rawlsian [4], or Lockean [30]) have long
discussed how norms should be established in a society, the rationale behind
our assumption is that a society should be regulated according to its moral
values, so that individuals in this society are instructed to behave in accordance
to them.

3 Utilitarian value-alignment
A possible way to tackle value-aligned norm selection is by using utilities, which
we addressed in [27]. In this approach, the decision maker is required to provide norm-value promotion/demotion degrees linking each norm to each value.
Positive degrees mean that the norm promotes the value while negative ones
mean that it demotes it. Then, these pairwise norm-value promotion/demotion
degrees are combined to assess the overall value alignment utility of each norm,
and to subsequently find the sound norm system with greater overall utility.
In more detail, this is done in three stages. First, utilities are assigned to values considering the value preferences in the value system: the more preferred
a value in the value system, the greater its utility. Afterwards, norm utilities
are computed by combining the value utilities and the norm-value promotion/demotion degrees (those provided by the decision maker relating each
norm to each value). Norm utility is increased with value promotion while it is
decreased with value demotion. Having all norm utilities, the utility of a norm
system results from aggregating the utilities of its norms. Hence, it is possible to find the sound norm system with maximum utility using optimisation
techniques.
Nonetheless, utilitarian value-aligned norm selection is far from being perfect. On one hand, the decision maker is required to provide input regarding
the relation between norms and values in the form of promotion/demotion
degrees. Finding these degrees is difficult and can lead to biases in the selection. On the other hand, the additivity of utilities can lead to undesirable
outcomes. This becomes more apparent when we consider mediocre norms,
that is, norms that neither promote nor demote the most preferred values
but still have small but positive utility because they promote other values. If
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several of these mediocre norms are considered, their overall cumulative utility can surpass that of a useful norm promoting the most preferred values.
This means that a norm system full of mediocre norms would be selected instead of another norm system containing less norms but useful ones. These
shortcomings are independent of the framework of the problem (i.e., they are
independent of the specific norms and values actually used). Instead, they are
direct consequences of the nature of utilities (and their additivity). Thus, to
overcome them, we proposed to solve the problem by following the qualitative
approach introduced next.

4 Qualitative value-alignment
To avoid the problems of the utilitarian approach, we argue that a qualitative
approach is more convenient, such as the one in [25]. Here, the decision maker
is required to provide norm-value relations in qualitative terms (such as labels)
instead of numerical degrees. This task is simpler for the decision maker as
labels allow to have different degrees of expressiveness1 . Once we know the
relation between norms and values, we basically work with these relations and
the value preferences without translating them into numbers. Overall, the process is divided into two steps. First, knowing both how norms relate to values
and the preferences among these values, we transform value preferences into
individual norm preferences. This can be achieved by exploiting or adapting
social choice preference functions, for example, in [25] we adapt lex-cel [5].
The principle we adhere to is two-fold: (i) the more preferred the values the
norm promotes, the more preferred the norm; whereas (ii) the more preferred
the values the norm demotes, the less preferred the norm. This procedure also
ensures that the obtained norm preferences embody value alignment, meaning
that the more preferred a norm, the more value-aligned. The next step consists in transforming individual norm preferences into preferences over sets of
norms (i.e., norm systems). Similarly, a qualitative operator based on lexicographical order can be applied to translate the principle of: the more preferred
the norms in a norm system, the more preferred the norm system. Since norm
preferences embody value alignment, we conclude that the more preferred a
norm system, the more value aligned its norms. Hence, finding the solution to
the value-aligned norm selection problem amounts to building norm system
preferences and finding the most preferred norm system that is sound.

5 Discussion
Applying norm-value alignment may raise some questions about the level of
abstraction that the system designer should consider. In this regard, we assume
1 It may be worth noticing that although [25] only considers promotion and no promotion,
we can conveniently increase its expressivity by considering various degrees of promotion
and demotion.
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the system designer enacts the role of the policy maker and has enough domain
knowledge to be able to define: the set of candidate norms to choose from; how
norms relate to other norms; if they promote or demote moral values; as well as
the preferences among these values. Therefore, each candidate norm should be
valid (acceptable) when considered individually, since the problem we tackle
here is that of finding the (sound) subset of norms that is most aligned to the
values at hand. However, this does not mean that the policy maker may specify
norms at different levels of abstraction, since one of the relationships between
norms that our methods handle is, precisely, the generalisation. Our methods
will simply choose those norms whose level of abstraction best promotes the
most preferred moral values.
Additionally, note that our quantitative method in Section 3 should not
be seen as a tight implementation of Consequentialist ethical theories where
the consequences of actions are pondered. Instead, our methodderives norm
utilities from their support to moral values and the relative preferences over
those values.
Finally, it may also be worth discussing that, even though we differentiate our contribution from the research focusing on the paradigmatic values
of trustworthy AI (i.e. fairness, transparency, etc.), our approach is general
enough to include them. Hence, we can help a policy maker choose norm systems that align with fairness and transparency, if these are the values the policy
maker intends to bring about. Furthermore, if the values that are considered
pose some conflicts, then, the value preferences in the value system at hand
will guide norm selection. Thus, for example, when considering transparency
and security, there might be norms that promote one of them but demote
the other one (e.g., a norm obliging a senior official to report their meetings
promotes transparency but demotes security). Nonetheless, our norm selection
approach is expected to choose those norms that promote the most preferred
value.

6 Conclusions
This paper discusses our research revolving around the selection of those norms
that are most aligned with moral values. Specifically, we introduce two distinct methods –a quantitative and a qualitative method– for norm selection.
Although our work is centred on norm selection, the conclusions and experiences we formulate can be useful for other value-alignment problems since,
in general, we can reformulate the problem in terms of any set of candidate
elements, a value system, and how those elements relate to the moral values.
Then, any problem requiring to select value-aligned elements can be solved by
employing any of the two proposed methods. However, through our research
we have observed that quantitative (utilitarian) approaches to value alignment
can become problematic. Firstly, assigning utilities can turn out to be difficult and arbitrary. Secondly, it may be necessary to face the risk of selecting
mediocre elements due to utility additivity. While we have only detected these
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problems in norm selection, they are inherent properties of utilities and independent of norms. Hence, it is reasonable to think that they will emerge
in other value-alignment problems. To avoid these problems we advocate for
qualitative approaches. In particular, the qualitative approach is fairly easy
to adapt no matter the value preferences considered or the type of link between the elements and the values (be it a more expressive link using labels
or just a binary related/not related). As long as the input is qualitative, we
can apply the same general resolution. That is, transforming value preferences
into element preferences, to subsequently transform element preferences into
subset preferences. Then, we can select the most value aligned elements from
these preferences. In both cases, if not all solutions are feasible, we can then
constrict the selection to only feasible sets.
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